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We have used Monte Carlo simulations to study the effects of nanotube alignment and measurement
direction on the resistivity in single-walled carbon nanotube films. These films consist of multiple
layers of conductive nanotube networks with percolative transport as the dominant conduction
mechanism. We find that minimum resistivity occurs for a partially aligned rather than a perfectly
aligned nanotube film. When nanotubes are strongly aligned, the film resistivity becomes highly
dependent on the measurement direction. We also find that aligning the nanotubes too strongly or
measuring the resistivity in a direction which is very different from the alignment direction causes
the film to approach the percolation threshold, as evidenced by the inverse power law increase in
resistivity. Furthermore, the location of the resistivity minimum and the values of the inverse power
law critical exponents are not universal, but depend strongly on other nanotube and device
parameters. To illustrate this explicitly, we have studied the effect of three parameters, namely,
nanotube length, nanotube density per layer, and device length on the scaling of nanotube film
resistivity with nanotube alignment and measurement direction. We find that longer nanotubes,
denser films, and shorter device lengths decrease the alignment critical exponent and the alignment
angle at which minimum resistivity occurs, but increase the measurement direction critical
exponent. However, the amount of increase or decrease in the critical exponents or the minima
locations is different for each parameter. We explain these results by simple physical and
geometrical arguments. Characterizing and understanding the effects of alignment and measurement
direction on the percolation resistivity in films and composites made up of one-dimensional
conductors, such as nanotubes, give valuable insights into the optimal way to arrange these
nanomaterials for potential applications in optoelectronics, sensors, and flexible microelectronics.
© 2007 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2769953�

I. INTRODUCTION

Single-walled carbon nanotube �CNT� two-dimensional
�2D� networks and three-dimensional �3D� films are promis-
ing materials for device applications due to the fact that they
are simultaneously transparent, conductive, and flexible.1,2

They also exhibit uniform physical and electronic properties
since individual variations in nanotube diameter and
chirality3,4 are ensemble averaged.1,4–6 As a result, the repro-
ducibility and reliability problems found in devices based on
individual nanotubes are not observed in CNT film based
devices, and they can be mass produced in a cost effective
manner.5,7 Several promising applications of CNT films have
recently been demonstrated, such as thin film transistors,8,9

flexible microelectronics,10,11 chemical sensors,12–15 and op-
toelectronic devices.16–20

One of the significant characteristics of nanotube films,
which needs to be considered in any device application, is
that their resistivity depends strongly on nanotube and device
parameters due to percolative conduction through the
film.5,7,21,22 For example, by patterning CNT films down to
submicron dimensions using e-beam lithography and induc-
tively coupled plasma �ICP� etching,23 we have recently

shown that the resistivity of CNT films exhibits an inverse
power law dependence on device width and film thickness
near the percolation threshold.24

Another important parameter that significantly affects
the percolation resistivity of CNT films is the nanotube
alignment within the film. Typically, the nanotubes in CNT
films are randomly oriented in the plane of the substrate on
which they are deposited, as shown in the atomic force mi-
croscopy image of Fig. 1�a�. There has been a great deal of
recent research interest in aligning single-walled carbon
nanotubes, either individually or in a thin film network or
composite.25–30 For example, in a recent experimental work,
it was found that the resistivity of nanotube/polymer com-
posites depends strongly on nanotube alignment in the
composite.27 Also, very recently, well-aligned dense net-
works of nanotubes have been grown on quartz wafers and
used as the channel material in thin film transistors.29,30 The
performance of these transistors was studied using a numeri-
cal stick-percolation-based model.30 There have been a few
other theoretical studies on the conductivity of networks and
composites made up of conducting “sticks,” but with an em-
phasis on investigating the effect of stick alignment on the
percolation threshold.31–33 In addition, we have recently
studied the effect of various nanotube parameters on the re-
sistivity scaling of CNT films with device width using Monte
Carlo simulations.34 However, a systematic and detailed
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study of the effects of nanotube alignment and measurement
�channel� direction on the resistivity of CNT films and the
effects of various nanotube and device parameters on the
scaling of film resistivity with nanotube alignment and mea-
surement direction has not been reported previously. This
effect of alignment is especially unexplored for thicker 3D
nanotube films with nanotube length shorter than the device
�channel� length, where the conduction is dominated by
percolation-type transport. Although such thick films are not
usually used in “gate-modulated” transistor-type devices,
they are very promising as transparent, conductive, and flex-
ible electrodes in optoelectronic devices,1,16–20 and as chemi-
cal and biological sensors.12–15 As a result, a better under-
standing of alignment and measurement direction-dependent
resistivity and its dependence on other nanotube and device
parameters would give valuable insights into the optimal
way to arrange the nanotubes in CNT films and would offer
guidance to future applications in optoelectronics, sensors,
and flexible microelectronics.

In this paper, we first study the effects of nanotube align-
ment and measurement direction on the resistivity of CNT
films in detail by randomly generating the nanotubes using
Monte Carlo simulations and calculating the resistivity. Our
films consist of multiple layers of conductive nanotube net-
works with the device �channel� length always larger than
the nanotube length, resulting in percolation transport. We
find that, in agreement with previous observations,27,30 the
resistivity minimum occurs for a partially aligned rather than
a perfectly aligned nanotube film. In other words, contrary to
what one might initially expect, more alignment does not
always lead to a resistivity decrease. Furthermore, when
nanotubes are strongly aligned, the film resistivity becomes
highly dependent on the measurement direction. In addition,
we find that aligning the tubes too strongly or measuring the

resistivity in a direction which is very different from the
alignment direction causes the film to approach the percola-
tion threshold, as evidenced by the inverse power law in-
crease in resistivity. Furthermore, the location of the resistiv-
ity minimum and the values of the inverse power law critical
exponents are not universal, but depend strongly on other
device and nanotube parameters. As a result, we have also
studied the effect of three parameters, namely, nanotube
length, nanotube density per layer, and device length on the
variation of CNT film resistivity with nanotube alignment
and measurement direction. We find that longer nanotubes,
denser films, and shorter device lengths decrease the align-
ment critical exponent and the alignment angle at which
minimum resistivity occurs, but increase the measurement
direction critical exponent. However, the amount of increase
or decrease is different for each parameter. We explain these
simulation results by simple physical and geometrical argu-
ments. Our simulation results presented here are not limited
to carbon nanotubes, but are, in general, applicable to a
broader range of problems involving percolating transport in
networks, nanocomposites, or films made up of one-
dimensional conductors, such as nanotubes, nanowires, and
nanorods.

II. COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH

Simulation of the electrical properties of the nanotube
film was performed by randomly generating the nanotubes
using a Monte Carlo process. The procedure for generating
the film and calculating the resistivity has been explained in
detail previously.34 Briefly, each nanotube in the film is mod-
eled as a stick with fixed length lCNT and two degrees of
freedom �position of one end of the nanotube and its direc-
tion�. Nanotubes are generated at random angles � with re-
spect to the horizontal axis, where � is limited to the range
�m−�a����m+�a and 180+�m−�a���180+�m+�a. The
first angle �a is defined as the “nanotube alignment angle,”
which is a measure of the degree of nanotube alignment in
the film. When �a=90°, the nanotubes are completely ran-
domly distributed, whereas when �a=0°, they are completely
aligned in a specific direction. The second angle �m, which
we call the “measurement direction angle,” is the orientation
of the nanotube alignment direction with respect to the resis-
tivity measurement direction �i.e., the channel direction be-
tween the source and drain electrodes, which in our case is
always chosen as the horizontal axis�. When �m=0°, the re-
sistivity is measured parallel to the alignment direction,
while when �m=90°, it is measured perpendicular to the
alignment direction. As an example, Fig. 1�b� shows a 2D
nanotube film generated using our simulation code between
the source and drain electrodes with �a=27° and �m=45°,
where the definition of the two angles is illustrated in the
inset.

Random generation of the nanotubes on a 2D grid is
repeated until the desired value for the nanotube density per
layer n is achieved. Additional 2D layers are generated using
the same approach and stacked on top of each other to form
a 3D film. It is assumed that only nanotubes in nearest neigh-
bor 2D layers form junctions, and the locations of these junc-

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Atomic force microscope �AFM� image of a
nanotube film with an approximate thickness of t=15 nm where nanotubes
are randomly distributed. �b� A 2D nanotube network generated using a
Monte Carlo process for a device with device length L=4 �m, device width
W=4 �m, lCNT=2 �m, n=2 �m−2, and t=15 nm. In this case, the nanotube
alignment angle �a=27° and the measurement direction angle �m=45°,
where the definition of the two angles are illustrated in the inset.
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tions are determined by the simulation code. As a result, the
effective integrated density of a 3D film consisting of l layers
of density n per layer is always less than ln, since only nano-
tubes in nearest neighbor 2D layers are electrically con-
nected. In general, the relationship between n and the effec-
tive integrated density depends on other device and nanotube
parameters, and cannot be expressed in a simple analytic
form.

After the film generation is completed, the locations of
the junctions between nanotubes in the film �which we refer
to as “nodes”� are determined. Based on recent studies on the
electron transport through nanotube junctions,35–38 the con-
tact resistance at tube-tube junctions depends on the type of
the junction �i.e., metallic/semiconducting, semiconducting/
semiconducting, or metallic/metallic�,35 and also on the
atomic structure in the contact region.36 In our simulations,
each tube-tube junction is modeled by an “effective” contact
resistance RJCT regardless of the type of junction, following
the simplified approach of Refs. 22 and 34. As the next step,
the locations of the neighbors of each node �i.e., other nodes
that are in direct electrical contact with that node� are lo-
cated, and the resistance between two neighboring nodes is
determined by a model that takes into account the ballistic
transport in individual nanotube segments.34,39,40 Writing
Kirchoff’s current law �KCL� at each node with the node
voltage as the unknown and the voltages applied to the
source/drain electrodes as the boundary conditions, the volt-
age at each node is determined. The total current in the film
is calculated by a summation over the currents flowing into
the drain, and the resistivity � of the nanotube film in the
linear regime is calculated.

For each data point presented in this paper, 200 or more
independent nanotube film configurations were randomly
generated and their results were averaged in order to remove
statistical variations due to different realizations of the nano-
tube film. The resistivity values presented throughout this
paper have been normalized for easier comparison of the
relative resistivity magnitudes.

For our simulations, we have used a device length of L
=7 �m, device width of W=2 �m, nanotube density per
layer of n=2 �m−2, nanotube length of lCNT=2 �m, and five
stacked 2D nanotube layers, which is estimated to corre-
spond to a film thickness of t=15 nm.34 Furthermore, the
ratio of the tube-tube junction contact resistance RJCT to the
theoretical nanotube contact resistance at the ballistic limit
��6.5 k�� was taken as 100, which is the value previously
extracted from the simulation best fit of the experimental
resistivity versus device width data.24,34 These parameters
are used for all of the simulations in this paper, unless oth-
erwise indicated.

Despite the relative simplicity of our model, our simula-
tion results presented below provide valuable physical in-
sights into the alignment and measurement direction-
dependent percolation resistivity in CNT films and its
dependence on other nanotube and device parameters, as
well as capture the experimentally observed effects of nano-
tube alignment in nanotube/polymer composites.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Resistivity versus nanotube alignment angle

Figure 2�a� shows the plot of normalized resistivity ver-
sus nanotube alignment angle for three different measure-
ment direction angles ��m=0°, 45°, and 90°�. It is evident
that for �m=0°, the resistivity slowly decreases as �a is re-
duced, and reaches a minimum value at �a�45°, which we
define as �a

Min, the nanotube alignment angle at which mini-
mum resistivity occurs. This can be explained by the fact
that, as the nanotubes become more aligned, they form con-
duction paths with fewer junctions and shorter lengths be-
tween the source and drain. However, as �a is further re-
duced, resistivity starts to increase significantly. This is due
to the fact that, as the nanotubes become even further
aligned, the number of conduction paths begins to decrease
significantly. For example, in the case of almost perfect

FIG. 2. �Color online� �a� Log-log plot of normalized resistivity vs nanotube
alignment angle for three measurement direction angles ranging from 0° to
90°, labeled by different symbols. Device length L=7 �m, device width
W=2 �m, lCNT=2 �m, n=2 �m−2, and t=15 nm. The inset shows the per-
colation probability vs nanotube alignment angle �a for the same set of �m.
�b� Log-log plot of normalized resistivity vs measurement direction angle
for six nanotube alignment angles ranging from 18° to 90°. The values of
the measurement direction critical exponents � extracted from the slope of
the � vs �m curves near the percolation threshold �i.e., at large �m� are �
=2.9, 2.9, 2.7, 1.85, 0.65, and 0 for �a=18°, 27°, 36°, 45°, 72°, and 90°,
respectively. Films with a high degree of alignment �i.e., �a=18° and 27°�
are completely disconnected as we approach �m=90°. The inset shows �m

Max

vs �a.
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alignment, each nanotube forms only very few junctions with
its neighbors, since it lies almost parallel to them. As a result
of this competition between the decrease in the number of
junctions and lengths of the conduction paths �which de-
creases the resistivity� and the decrease in the number of
conduction paths �which increases the resistivity�, the resis-
tivity minimum occurs for a partially aligned rather than a
perfectly aligned nanotube film.

In our simulations, the device length L is always larger
than nanotube length lCNT. As a result, a single nanotube can
never connect source to drain. In this case, as we have seen
above, strong alignment increases the resistivity. However, if
the nanotube length was longer than the device length �i.e.,
lCNT�L�,29 the source and drain could be connected by
single nanotubes, and strong alignment of nanotubes would
reduce the resistivity. Furthermore, in contrast to well-
defined values of �a in our simulations, a few completely
misaligned nanotubes that bridge perfectly aligned tubes can
exist in experimentally aligned nanotube films and networks,
reducing the resistivity significantly by introducing addi-
tional conduction paths.30

The effect of the measurement direction angle �m on the
resistivity scaling with nanotube alignment is also depicted
in Fig. 2�a�. When �a=90°, nanotubes have completely ran-
dom orientation, and the value of resistivity is independent
of the measurement direction angle �m. As a result, the
curves for �m=0°, 45°, and 90° intersect, as shown in Fig.
2�a�. In contrast to the case when �m=0°, for �m=45° and
90°, as �a decreases, the resistivity increases continuously
without exhibiting any minimum. In these latter two cases,
since the measurement direction is not parallel to the align-
ment direction, the number of junctions and lengths of the
conduction paths between the source and drain do not de-
crease significantly with more alignment. As a result, the
reduction in the number of conduction paths dominates the
resistivity change, and the resistivity continuously increases.

Figure 2�a� also shows that the resistivity exhibits an
inverse power law dependence on �a as the film approaches
the percolation threshold at small alignment angles, given by

� � �a
−	, �1�

where 	=2.9, 3.6, and 3.9 are the alignment critical expo-
nents extracted from the slope of the log-log plots for �m

=0°, 45°, and 90°, respectively. The alignment critical expo-
nent 	 increases for large �m since the reduction in the num-
ber of conduction paths begins to dominate the resistivity
change as �m increases. These results are in agreement with
recent experimental work on the effect of nanotube align-
ment on percolation conductivity in carbon nanotube/
polymer composites.27

To compliment the resistivity data, the inset of Fig. 2�a�
shows the percolation probability P, defined as the probabil-
ity that the nanotube film is conducting �i.e., the probability
of finding at least one conducting path between the source
and drain electrodes�, versus nanotube alignment angle for
the same set of �m. For measurement directions that are not
parallel to the nanotube alignment direction, the percolation
threshold �i.e., the transition point where the percolation
probability drops from one to zero� occurs at higher values

of �a. This is due to the fact that it becomes more difficult to
form a conduction path for strongly aligned films if the mea-
surement direction is very different from the alignment di-
rection. For example, for �m=0°, the transition from P=1 to
0 starts when �a becomes smaller than 10°, whereas for �m

=90°, it starts when �a gets lower than 40°.

B. Resistivity versus measurement direction angle

To illustrate the effect of the measurement direction
angle from a different perspective, Fig. 2�b� shows the plot
of normalized resistivity versus �m for six different values of
�a ranging from 18° to 90°. It is evident from Fig. 2�b� that
when the nanotubes are randomly distributed �i.e., �a=90°�,
the resistivity is almost independent of �m. In contrast, even
for slightly aligned tubes �such as �a=72°�, the resistivity
starts to increase with increasing �m, and for well-aligned
nanotubes �such as �a=18°�, this increase becomes very
strong. Furthermore, the resistivity exhibits an inverse power
law dependence on �m as the film approaches the percolation
threshold at large measurement direction angles, given by

� � �90 − �m�−�, �2�

where � is the measurement direction critical exponent. The
value of � extracted from the slope of the log-log plots in
Fig. 2�b� increases from 0.65 to 2.9 when �a goes from 72°
to 18°, which is a manifestation of the stronger dependence
of resistivity on �m as the nanotubes in the film become more
aligned.

As a measure of the sensitivity of film resistivity to the
measurement direction angle, we define �m

Max as the maxi-
mum �m above which the resistivity of an aligned film be-
comes larger than that of a completely random film �within
±5% error�. In other words, �m

Max is a measure of the degree
of misalignment in the measurement direction that can be
tolerated before the aligned film becomes more resistive than
a random film. By this definition, �m

Max is only meaningful for
alignment angles at which the resistivity when �m=0° is
lower than that of a completely random film, which is around
�a=22° in our case, as seen from Fig. 2�a�. The plot of �m

Max

vs �a is shown in the inset of Fig. 2�b�. We can see that �m
Max

increases as the film becomes less aligned. This demonstrates
once again that for well-aligned nanotubes, the film resistiv-
ity becomes very sensitive to the measurement direction.

C. Effects of device and nanotube parameters

The location of the resistivity minimum and the values
of 	 and � are not universal, but depend strongly on other
device and nanotube parameters. As a result, we now study
the effect of three parameters, namely, nanotube length,
nanotube density per layer, and device length on the scaling
of resistivity as a function of �a and �m. The effects of these
three parameters on the absolute value of resistivity, which is
also visible in the figures of this section, have been explained
in detail in our previous work.34

1. Nanotube length

Figure 3�a� shows the plot of normalized resistivity ver-
sus nanotube alignment angle for three values of lCNT when
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�m=0°. As the nanotube length is increased from lCNT

=1.5 to 3.0 �m, �a
Min decreases from 55° to 30°, and the

critical exponent 	 decreases from 2.9 to 1.6. Longer nano-
tubes form more junctions with each other, and therefore,
even when they are strongly aligned, the number of conduct-
ing paths is not reduced as strongly as in the case of shorter
nanotubes. In other words, increasing the alignment does not
eliminate as many conduction paths for longer tubes as it
does for shorter ones. This shifts both �a

Min and 	 to lower
values as lCNT increases.

The inset of Fig. 3�a� shows �a
Min versus nanotube length.

It is evident that as the nanotubes get shorter, the rate of
change of �a

Min increases. A film consisting of shorter nano-
tubes is closer to the percolation threshold, and therefore,
even a slight increase in alignment can remove a significant
number of additional conduction paths from the film. As a
result, for very short nanotubes, �a

Min approaches 90°.
Figure 3�b� shows the plot of normalized resistivity ver-

sus measurement direction angle for three values of lCNT

when �a=18°. We have used �a=18° for the resistivity ver-
sus measurement direction angle plots in Figs. 3–5, since the
effect of �m on resistivity is most pronounced for well-
aligned nanotubes, as seen in Fig. 2�b�. A lower �a value was
not chosen since for lower nanotube alignment angles, the
nanotube film falls below the percolation threshold even at

small values of �m. A higher �a value was not chosen, be-
cause at higher �a, the effect of the measurement direction on
resistivity is not as pronounced as at �a=18°, and therefore
the effects of device and nanotube parameters illustrated in
Figs. 3–5 would not be as evident.

The measurement direction critical exponent � extracted
from Fig. 3�b� shows an increase with increasing nanotube
length ��=1.7, 2.9, and 3.75 for lCNT=1.5, 2, and 3 �m,
respectively�. This is the opposite of the trend observed for 	
in Fig. 3�a�. Since initially, the number of conduction paths is
more for films with longer nanotubes, misaligning the mea-
surement direction reduces the number of paths �and hence
increases the resistivity� more rapidly than that for films with
shorter nanotubes. This results in a larger �.

2. Nanotube density per layer

Figure 4�a� shows the plot of normalized resistivity ver-
sus nanotube alignment angle for four nanotube densities n
ranging from 1 to 3 �m−2 when �m=0°. Compared to the
case of nanotube length, �a

Min and 	 do not change as signifi-
cantly when the nanotube density changes. This can be ex-
plained by the fact that increasing the nanotube length in-

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Log-log plot of normalized resistivity vs nanotube
alignment angle for three nanotube lengths ranging from 1.5 to 3 �m when
�m=0°. Resistivity minima are located at �a

Min�55°, 45°, and 30° and align-
ment critical exponent values are 	=2.9, 2.9, and 1.6 for lCNT=1.5, 2, and
3 �m, respectively. The inset depicts �a

Min vs nanotube length. �b� Log-log
plot of normalized resistivity vs measurement direction angle for three nano-
tube lengths ranging from 1.5 to 3 �m when �a=18°.

FIG. 4. �Color online� �a� Log-log plot of normalized resistivity vs nanotube
alignment angle for four nanotube densities per layer ranging from
1 to 3 �m−2 when �m=0°. �a

Min values are located at �50°, 45°, 45°, and
40° and 	=2.8, 3.0, 2.9, and 2.9 for n=1, 1.5, 2, and 3 �m−2, respectively.
The inset shows the percolation probability vs nanotube alignment angle �a

for the same set of n. �b� Log-log plot of normalized resistivity vs measure-
ment direction angle for four nanotube densities per layer ranging from
1 to 3 �m−2 when �a=18°. The inset shows the percolation probability vs
�m for the same set of n.
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creases the number of nanotubes in a 2D area element
proportional to the square of the length, whereas increasing
the density increases this number only linearly, as demon-
strated previously.34 This results in a larger change in both
�a

Min and 	 as a function of the length of the nanotubes com-
pared to that of their density. To compliment the resistivity
data, the inset of Fig. 4�a� shows the percolation probability
P versus nanotube alignment angle for the same set of den-
sities, illustrating that the percolation threshold for alignment
angle is also a function of density. For example, for n
=1 �m−2, the transition from P=1 to 0 starts when �a be-
comes smaller than �30°, whereas for n=3 �m−2, it starts
when �a gets lower than �5°.

Figure 4�b� shows the plot of normalized resistivity ver-
sus measurement direction angle for four nanotube densities
at �a=18°. The extracted measurement direction critical ex-
ponent values are �=1.4, 2.45, 2.9, and 3.0 for n=1, 1.5, 2,
and 3 �m−2, respectively. This change of � with density is
also less pronounced than that with nanotube length. The
inset of Fig. 4�b� shows the percolation probability P versus
measurement direction angle for the same set of densities,
illustrating that the percolation threshold for measurement
direction angle is also a strong function of density. For ex-
ample, for n=1 �m−2, the transition from P=1 to 0 starts
when �m becomes larger than �7°, whereas for n=3 �m−2,
it starts when �m gets higher than �50°.

3. Device length

Finally, Fig. 5 shows the plot of normalized resistivity
versus nanotube alignment angle for three device lengths L
ranging from 2 to 7 �m when �m=0°. From this figure, we
extract �a

Min�35°, 45°, and 45° and 	=0.9, 2.2, and 2.9 for
L=2, 4, and 7 �m, respectively. When the device length is
shorter, the source and drain are connected by conduction
paths consisting of only a few nanotubes in series. However,
as the device length is increased, more nanotubes are neces-
sary to form a conduction path, which is less likely to happen
when the nanotubes become strongly aligned. Therefore, 	 is
higher for longer device lengths compared to shorter ones.
Similarly, �a

Min shifts to higher values for longer devices. The
inset also depicts normalized resistivity versus measurement
direction angle for two device lengths when �a=18°. The
critical exponents are �=4.9 and 2.9 for L=2 and 7 �m,
respectively. Similar to the previous case, for shorter devices,
many conduction paths that have been formed between
source and drain are removed as the measurement angle in-
creases. Therefore, resistivity increases faster for shorter de-
vice lengths, and the critical exponent increases.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have used Monte Carlo simulations to
study the effects of nanotube alignment and measurement
direction on the percolation resistivity in CNT films. Our
study has focused on thick nanotube films with the device
length larger than the nanotube length, in which percolative
transport is the dominant conduction mechanism. We find
that the resistivity minimum occurs for a partially aligned
rather than perfectly aligned nanotube film. In other words,

more alignment does not always lead to a resistivity de-
crease. Furthermore, when the nanotubes are strongly
aligned, the film resistivity becomes highly dependent on the
measurement direction. In addition, aligning the nanotubes
too strongly or measuring the resistivity in a direction which
is very different from the alignment direction causes the film
to approach the percolation threshold, as evidenced by the
inverse power law increase in resistivity. These results are in
agreement with recent experimental work on the effect of
nanotube alignment on percolation conductivity in carbon
nanotube/polymer composites and on the transport in thin
nanotube network transistors. Furthermore, the location of
the resistivity minimum and the values of the inverse power
law exponents are not universal, but depend strongly on
other device and nanotube parameters. Consequently, we
have also studied the effects of three parameters, namely,
nanotube length, nanotube density per layer, and device
length on the scaling of CNT film resistivity with nanotube
alignment and measurement direction. We find that longer
nanotubes, denser films, and shorter device lengths all de-
crease the alignment critical exponent and the alignment
angle at which minimum resistivity occurs, and increase the
measurement direction critical exponent. However, the
amount of increase or decrease is different for each param-
eter. We explain these simulation results by simple physical
and geometrical arguments.

Our simulation results presented here are not limited to
carbon nanotubes, but are, in general, applicable to a broader
range of problems involving percolating transport in net-
works, nanocomposites, or films made up of one-
dimensional conductors, such as nanotubes, nanowires, and
nanorods. Characterizing and understanding the effects of
alignment and measurement direction on the percolation re-
sistivity in nanotube films are essential steps towards im-
proving the properties of these materials for their potential
use in a wide range of device applications.
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